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Classica  Whole Bean Co�ee Blend There are only three people in the word who know how 
to achieve this blend’s perfect harmony. They are masters of 
controlling roasting time and temperature so this Neapolitan - 
style espresso blend tickles all your senses with pleasure. Classica’s 
aroma, smooth feel, taste and beauty must be experienced. In 

selected Brazilian, Central American and Indonesian plantations. 
The nut-brown colour, creamy consistency and pleasant coffee-
saturated aroma that results is quintessential Neapolitan coffee.

code

unit

selling unit

price x unit

000095E
1Kg 35,3oz
9 x 1Kg
14,60 euro

Mago  Whole Bean Co�ee Blend Mago means ‘Magician’, and the name honours the memory of our 
original coffee magician - Domenico Barbera. It is this blend of 7 
premium coffee varieties that built the coffee business in Italy and 

in over 50 countries worldwide. Mago’s magic begins with the 
whole coffee bean. We have roasted each bean individually, then 

when you grind the beans right before you make your coffee. This 
ensures a coffee that tantalises your tongue with its excellent acid 
balance. Then it enchants you with an unexpected, yet intense, hint 
of chocolate. Finally, its satisfaction lingers with a sweet, satisfying 
aftertaste.

code

unit

selling unit

price x unit

000101E
1Kg 35,3oz
9 x 1Kg 35,3oz
17,10 euro

Hesperia  Whole Bean Co�ee Blend This is another of our special blends known only to three of 
Caffé Barbera’s master coffee blenders. We select 4 beans from 

Then we preserve the subtle nuances by carefully and patiently 
roasting each coffee bean one by one to just the right stage and 
temperature. And like our other coffees, we reduce the loss of 

that when Hesperia arrives at your door, it is rich in all the aroma 
truly delightful coffee always delivers. Hesperia will become a daily 
favourite for the pleasure it gives all your senses.

code

unit

selling unit

price x unit

000088E
1Kg 35,3oz
9 x 1Kg
12,60 euro
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Ca�è Tris  Ground Co�ee in Vacuum Tris, since 1958 the perfect number of Neapolitan coffee.
They are in fact over 60 the years of this company, born to satisfy
those who seek in coffee 1 perfection of the cream, 2 intensity of 
perfumes, 3 persistence on the palate but at the same time you 
want a product from the “right” price.
Yet already in the 60s this blend was at the forefront, being able to 
count on production standards and conservation very advanced,
thanks to the know-how of the parent company, which still 
guarantees it today the same quality, made above all slow roasting
and air cooling of the selected blends from India and Brazil.
A Tris with Moka, or the professional machine or other, it 
immerses you immediately in the heart of Neapolitan taste.
And the Tris is done!

code

unit

selling unit

price x unit

TRISE
1Kg 35,3oz
9 x 1Kg
12,60 euro
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Sencaf  Deca�einated  Whole Bean Co�ee When Carmelo Barbera introduced Mago Decaf in the 1968s, 
he set out to produce a caffeine-free version of the Mago blend 
created by his great-grandfather while retaining the full experience 
of the original blend. Today the name is evolved in Sencaf. We offer 
this coffee today as an option for those who love coffee, yet want 
to avoid caffeine. Recover the experience of savouring your coffee 
with Sencaf. See the rich colour. Smell the hint of chocolate. Taste 
and feel the creamy texture as this delicious coffee with its lightly 
toasted nuances and excellent acid balance slips past your tongue. 
Rediscover the pleasure of coffee with a cup of Sencaf. 

code

unit

selling unit

price x unit

SS250
250g 8,8oz 
12 x 250g 8,8oz
4,75 euro
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